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Until very recently, the idea of generating authoritative, personalized, value-based 

insights for every customer or prospect—and then leveraging those insights across 

the entire go-to-market team—would have seemed an impossible ambition for any 

enterprise. However, advances in AI, cloud, and data science are rapidly pushing 

back the boundaries of the possible.

Let’s face it: 2020 has not been a typical year, particularly in the world of 
enterprise sales. 

A global pandemic has dramatically shifted the world economy, and in response, 

sales leaders are diligently recalibrating their go-to-market strategies to keep pace. 

Now more than ever, customers are driving the sales process—and winning their 

business means anticipating their needs. 

Many companies have already made strides toward this endeavor, 

and growing investments in industry and value specialists showcase 

the importance of bringing insights to customer conversations. In 

addition, there has been an explosion of digital tools to support 

activities such as sales analytics, sales forecasting, and prospecting 

that are now commonplace. But these applications no longer mark 

the summit of potential. Advances in artificial intelligence (AI) and 

data science have extended our capabilities to new horizons, and 

already the highest performing sales professionals are 2.8x more 

likely to use AI than their lower performing counterparts.1 

Still, we can take it further. Applied properly, data science technology can now help 

an organization achieve what we call “next-level selling,” whereby the entire go-to-

market team leverages data to achieve meaningful customer insight, massive new 

efficiencies, and substantially more wins.  

In this paper, we will outline the basics of next-level selling, from the fundamental 

principles that underpin this revolutionary concept, to what it takes to successfully 

enable next-level selling tactics, to how the organization at large can reap the 

benefits of this approach.

 1  Salesforce.com, The State of Sales 2020 report

2  ibid.

88%
of reps say current economic 

conditions make it important  

to anticipate customer needs2
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Some years ago, the consultancy Accenture released a report outlining the ways in which technology 

was fundamentally changing the enterprise. Titled Every Business is a Digital Business3, the report 

detailed a near future in which companies would advantageously leverage data to strengthen 

customer relationships and differentiate their brands. It was not a far leap from this prediction to a 

world where businesses could utilize customer data to develop around individual needs—and indeed, 

we saw the evolution of this concept already revolutionizing the healthcare industry. 

Personalized medicine—the idea of customizing treatments based on a patient’s genes, lifestyle 

and environment—had existed in its most basic form for a century (for example, blood typing before 

transfusions), but new technologies for affordably analyzing vast volumes of data had increasingly 

enabled personalized medicine to be deployed at scale. Now patients across the world were receiving 

effective, individualized therapies for diabetes, cancer, and other diseases.

Of course, medicine was not the only realm where data science and AI were taking hold. And 

personalization was not the only factor in leveraging these new technologies for greater success. 

Remember Moneyball? In Michael Lewis’ groundbreaking book, we saw how the application of 

data science helped baseball players not only customize tactics against their opponents, but also 

understand their own strengths to create a more integrated and aligned motion as a team. Deployed 

at scale, this new approach has since helped almost every sports franchise on the planet recalibrate 

strategies for everything from game 

play to drafting and trading talent.

As more of these innovative 

applications of AI and machine 

learning appeared, we began to 

envision a new era for enterprise 

sales—in fact, for the entire go-to-

market team. An era where data 

could be accurately and quickly 

mined to garner deeper understanding of customers and prospects, like it was for patients and sports 

teams, and that understanding could then be leveraged to win more deals. 

We can now say with confidence that we have entered this new era, and the use of advanced data 
science technologies has become a definitive hallmark of high-performing sellers.

Why is next-level selling the future 
of enterprise go-to-market teams?

Since 2018, we’ve seen a 76% increase in the use of 

AI within sales organizations, and high performers 

are 2.8x more likely to use AI than moderate or 

under-performing reps.4

3  https://www.accenture.com/us-en/_acnmedia/Accenture/Conversion-Assets/Microsites/Documents8/Accenture-Technology-Vision-2013.pdf 

4 Salesforce.com, The State of Sales 2020 report.

https://www.accenture.com/us-en/_acnmedia/Accenture/Conversion-Assets/Microsites/Documents8/Accenture-Technology-Vision-2013.pdf
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How data science and machine learning are automating insight generation

[S] Science

[A] Art

Sophisticated analysis at a price point that’s never been achievable before.

The domain knowledge of a strategy consultant, encoded in software.

Unique algorithms synthesize and normalize financial data and 

contextualize performance within industry and peer  

group parameters.

Heuristics and NLG compare historical performance with forward- 

looking investor expectations to predict management focus. 

NLP applied across IR data indexes and identifies management 

intent for target keywords.

Statistical analysis predicts ‘propensity to buy’ (P2B) based on 

financial case for change, management intent and named  

strategic priorities.

Advanced algorithms auto-generate the necessary components for 

an executive-level narrative:

• Key buyers

• Financial case for change

• Overlapping Board priorities

• Recommended solutions and case studies

• High-level business case
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P E R S O N A L I Z A T I O N
Insights are tailored to the target company, with content that aligns the seller’s 

solutions with the customer’s unique financial and strategic situation.

V A L U E  F O C U S
With next-level selling, the focus is always on the quantifiable value and 

measurable outcomes that the seller can generate for the customer.

T R U S T
The success of next-level selling depends on the seller becoming a trusted advisor 

to the customer, so the accuracy of insights and supporting data must 

be bulletproof. 

Q U A L I T Y
To consistently create superb presentations and client proposals, sellers must 

amplify account-based marketing initiatives and accelerate the sales cycle.

S C A L E
To really move the dial on a sales organization attaining its quota, next-level selling 

has to be scaled across more than just a handful of strategic accounts.

Principles of next-level selling

This trend is only going to intensify. Elevating sales and go-to-market strategies to the next level means 

that sellers must adhere to the specific principles that underpin this concept. They must be able to develop 

bespoke insights for each of their customers, based on each company’s unique set of circumstances: its 

financial case for change, strategic priorities, competitive landscape and management focus. They must 

be able to understand—and respond to—the personal objectives and KPIs that matter to their buyers at an 

individual level. And they must foster relationships with customers not as sales professionals, but as trusted 

and industry-networked consultants, capable of quickly delivering high-quality, data-backed deliverables 

that speak to customized points of view. When they do, they’ll help all players involved in the deal, from 

leadership to value engineering to marketing and beyond, better align to fulfill their roles more effectively.

Want more information on how to apply these principles? See our White Paper  

C-Suite Engagement: How Elite Sellers Engage Executives to Exceed Quotas Every Year. 

https://trydatabook.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/C-Suite_Engagement.pdf
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To some extent, the idea behind next-level 

selling isn’t new. Many of the world’s best sales 

organizations have developed a highly personalized 

approach to landing and expanding at strategic 

accounts, using custom-developed use cases to 

demonstrate specific financial outcomes. 

The problem is in how companies have implemented 

the approach. Historically, customized insights 

have demanded a significant investment of time 

and resources, which in turn meant restricting 

implementation to only a handful of top accounts. 

Furthermore, implementation tended to focus 

on limited, often disjointed, initiatives that have 

consequences of their own. Business Value 

Consulting teams, for example, often become 

overwhelmed by the volume of deals. “One and 

done” value-focused training sessions can be 

quickly forgotten. And sales leaders may lack the 

skills to effectively coach reps in understanding 

corporate finance. As a result, these kinds of 

investments now rarely bring more than marginal 

returns. Value-based selling tactics, on their own, 

are too resource-intensive to reach most accounts. 

And around 75% of reps are still highly challenged 

at finding enough time to work on customer insight, 

extracting insight from data, and even  

accessing data.6

What’s been missing—and the fundamental 
challenge that Databook now solves—is the ability 
to connect the dots between the concept of next-
level selling and the new capabilities of advanced 
AI to finally deliver it affordably at scale.

Of course, enterprise sales has already seen one 

wave of technological disruption, where new digital 

tools have helped sales teams solve workflow 

challenges—for example, finding prospects more 

quickly or improving sales forecasts based on 

activity by account executives. 

Now, AI technology is spurring a second wave 
of innovation. Through its ability to accelerate 

complex data analysis and automate the creation 

of high-quality, highly personalized content, AI is 

enabling a level of insight that the average sales 

rep would struggle to produce independently and 

that previously would have taken even the most 

seasoned strategy consultant weeks to deliver. 

Moreover, when coupled with the right technology 

platform, this AI-powered insight can now be 

deployed at scale across all customer accounts and 

territories, and all organizations within the  

GTM team. 

At Databook, we are now powering this second 

wave. The graphic below shows how we harness AI 

and data science to essentially encode the brain 

of a strategy consultant and provide sophisticated 

value-based insights and sales narratives instantly.

Making the impossible possible: 
Delivering next-level selling at scale

About 75% of reps are still highly challenged 
at finding enough time to work on customer 
insight, extracting insights from data, and 

accessing data.5

What’s missing?

5  Salesforce.com, The State of Sales 2020 report, p.28 

6 ibid.
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Creating a next-level selling platform that will 

extend functionality across the whole GTM team 

requires multidisciplinary expertise that will help 

align roles across customer intelligence (including 

Sales Operations, Marketing, Inside Sales, Value 

Engineering, etc.), as well as access to a range of 

high-quality data and news sources. At Databook, 

we spent over two years assembling those resources 

and building what we believe is the world’s first 

platform for next-level selling. Advanced capabilities 

include:

• Prospect and opportunity intelligence.
Using external data and insights on companies, 

such as management intent, our propensity-to-

buy analysis combines with internal models to help 

focus sales teams on the accounts that are most 

likely to buy and expand in your solutions.

• Understanding customer needs.
Who benefits: Account managers, sales 

leadership, marketing

•  Visibility into rep activity
Who benefits: Sales leadership, executives

•  Competitive intelligence 
Who Who benefits: Value engineers, marketing, 

executives 

 •  Lead prioritization 
Who benefits: Account managers, sales 

leadership, marketing 

•  Use of reps’ time 
Who benefits: Account managers, sales leadership  

•  Personalization for customers 

Who benefits: Account managers, sales 

leadership, executives, value engineers

•  Developing a customer point of view.
The platform makes personalized customer 

engagement fast and easy, with tools for auto-

generating persuasive, data-driven email content 

aligned to a prospect’s point of view.

•  Automated sales presentations. 
Automated proposal and business-case tools, 

along with strategy expertise plus CMS and CRM 

integration, create compelling presentations for 

introductory conversations and authoritative 

proposals for C-suite pitches.

Not surprisingly, these capabilities enable entire 

go-to-market teams to conquer almost every area 

where AI technology is proving to have the greatest 

impact, according to the 2020 State of Sales report 

from Salesforce7:

Putting next-level selling 
into practice

Respondents in the 2020 Salesforce State 

of Sales report that say they’ve seen a 

major improvement from the use of AI 

in understanding customer needs (52%), 

visibility into rep activity (46%), competitive 

intelligence (46%), lead prioritization (46%), 

use of reps’ time (45%), and personalization 

for customers (45%) (p. 35)

7  Salesforce.com, The State of Sales 2020 report.
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Results that speak for themselves
The reason we’re so bullish about the impact that 

next-level selling can have is because we’ve seen 

first-hand that it works. In fact, we have seen 

our enterprise customers apply this integrated 

approach over the past few years to achieve, 

among other benefits:

As data continues to emerge, we know these 

results are just the tip of the iceberg. Independent 

studies continue to reflect that the fundamental 

principles of next-level selling are backed by 

today’s highest performing sellers. An Aberdeen 

Group report found that value-focused 

companies outperformed their non-value-focused 

counterparts across key metrics.8 And the 2020 State of Sales report from Salesforce echoes these 

findings, saying high performers consistently pay attention to deep customer insights.9

But perhaps the most critical way that Databook’s next-level selling approach drives results is in its 

ability to align the motions of every player within the go-to-market team. This integrated movement 

is what powers more efficient use of resources, more repeatable tasks, and a flywheel of momentum 

that keeps the process going.

growth in Average    
Contract Values (ACV)

Increase in pipeline

time saved per account

ROI

Enterprise Customer
Intelligence Platform

Sales Ops & Strategy

Prioritize the highest propensity to buy 
accounts and balance territories

Account Managers

Create winning points of view for key 
buyers that generate 3x larger deals

Field & Product Marketing

Load industry and product content to 
auto-generate 1:1 personalized outreach

Value & Industry Specialists

Support in-flight deals with business case 
and industry expertise to convert deals

Inside Sales

Target leads based on 
the highest pain  
and urgency

Sales Ops & Strategy

Predict high-risk 
deals in-quarter and 
coach sales teams on 
executive buying needs

8    Aberdeen Group, Value-Based Selling: Building a Best-in-Class Capability for Sales Effectiveness

9    Salesforce.com, State of Sales 2020 report, p. 11.

1.9x

3.1x

74%

64x
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Without a doubt, we are in 

the midst of a new era for 

enterprise sales, where data 

science and AI technology 

are transforming not only how 

sales professionals sell, but 

how the whole go-to-market 

team integrates to achieve 

more wins.

Perhaps the most exciting 

element of this new wave 

of innovation, however, is 

the opportunity it offers 

for humans and machines 

to work together. Next-

level selling is not about 

replacing account executives 

or marketers or value engineers; rather, it’s about giving them all superpowers. Human skill, emotional 

intelligence and relationship-building will always be at the heart of any sales or go-to-market strategy, but 

the right technology will allow professional go-to-market teams to generate even greater wealth for their 

clients, for their employers and for themselves.

Next-level selling in action at the fastest-growing SaaS company globally

When one Databook customer changed companies to become a sales leader at another business, he 

was so eager to get Databook access for his new team that he eagerly traded one of his 20 headcount to 

make it happen. “What good is one seller with a teaspoon?” he asked. “I want them all to have shovels.” 

Before long, his team was leveraging customized sales decks and automated points of view for every 

customer meeting. Within nine months, he beat quota by 150%. Next, he’s taking Databook global and 

plans to have every seller engage with customers through this next-level approach. With momentum like 

this, it’s no wonder this company is the fastest-growing Enterprise SaaS start-up in history.

A new era for enterprise  
go-to-market teams



Company.
Founded in 2017, Databook tackles a core problem of enterprise sales: creating high-quality, 

personalized, value-driven presentations for every customer, every time. Databook’s sales intelligence 

software and services provide the content, insights and training to scale precision selling across your 

team. Bringing together industry, technology and design experience, Databook’s team is on a mission to 

make every professional seller more successful.

Products and services.
Databook’s core products are its web and iOS apps, which use AI to automatically generate executive- 

level presentations. The web app provides insights into the financial performance, strategic priorities and 

management intent of your accounts and prospects. Its powerful feature set includes instant downloads 

of customized PowerPoint proposals, CRM and calendar integration, and a business case tool. The iOS 

app keeps you updated about your accounts and is designed for research on the go ahead of customer 

meetings.

Customers.
Databook works with leading software and professional services companies globally.

I have two decades of experience working with Fortune 500 CxOs 

on how companies create value for shareholders. In this white paper 

I draw on what I’ve learned from a decade of advising the C-suite at 

a global strategy consultancy and three years of working with Sales 

and Marketing leaders to transform their go-to-market approach and 

accelerate pipeline and sales.

350 Cambridge Avenue, Suite 130, Palo Alto, California, 94306 

info@trydatabook.com | www.trydatabook.com

About Databook

About the Author
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